**Arabic Minor**

Obtain a Minor in Arabic. Whether your major is engineering, sciences, international affairs, or political science, a minor in Arabic would be a great asset that would enhance your graduate school prospects and future career.

The following courses are required for the Arabic Minor:

- ARBC 2105 Intermediate Arabic
- ARBC 2106 Intermediate Arabic
- ARBC 2774 Arab Culture & Civilization
- ARBC 3105 Advanced Arabic
- ARBC 3106 Advanced Arabic
- ARBC 3304 Modern Arabic Literature in Translation

For more information go to:
http://www.fll.vt.edu/Arabic/index.html

---

**Arabic Courses**

FLL offers Arabic language courses at the elementary, intermediate and advanced levels, as we also offer courses in Arabic literature and culture (taught in English).

*The Arabic Language Program is rapidly expanding with the rising interest in learning Arabic worldwide.*

*******

**Faculty**

Dr. Nadine Sinno
*Assistant Professor of Arabic*
*Director, Arabic Program*
nadine7@vt.edu

Dr. Ragheda Nasseredine
*Instructor of Arabic*
*Director, Arabic Study Abroad Program*
ragherda5@vt.edu

Dr. Ahmad Azzam
*Instructor of Arabic*
ahmed62@vt.edu

---

The College of Liberal Arts and Human Sciences

Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures

http://www.fll.vt.edu/Arabic/index.html
VT Arabic Intensive Study Abroad Program

FLL department at VT organizes an Intensive Summer Study Abroad program in an Arab country. It is a Total Immersion in the Arab culture. It provides students with unique opportunities to develop a global perspective about the Arabic language and culture.

The Arabic Summer Language and culture program will begin in summer 2016.

For additional information, please visit [http://www.fll.vt.edu/Arabic/index.html](http://www.fll.vt.edu/Arabic/index.html)

Arabic for ROTC Cadets

The Project GO (Global Officer) scholarship provides funds for VT Arabic Summer Study Abroad Program.

Visit: [www.fll.vt.edu/Project-GO/](http://www.fll.vt.edu/Project-GO/)

Why Study Arabic?

- Arabic is the 6th official language of the United Nations.
- Arabic has been designated as a critical language of strategic importance.
- The Arab world has its own unique culture of art, music, literature & cuisine.
- Arab civilization has made significant contributions to the world in areas including medicine, arithmetic, algebra, geometry, music, philosophy, poetry, and astronomy.
- The growing importance of the Middle East in international affairs.

Career Opportunities

Global economy: International banking, International Law, Market Analysis, Intelligence Analysis, International Development

Job Market: Journalism, Translation, Petroleum Engineering, Middle East Studies, Teaching and Research, Foreign Service.

More incentives for learning Arabic

- Arabic is the 6th official language of the United Nations.
- Arabic has been designated as a critical language of strategic importance.
- The Arab world has its own unique culture of art, music, literature & cuisine.
- Arab civilization has made significant contributions to the world in areas including medicine, arithmetic, algebra, geometry, music, philosophy, poetry, and astronomy.
- The growing importance of the Middle East in international affairs.

Middle East–Related Student Clubs

Middle East-related student clubs at VT provide our students with an array of opportunities for linguistic and cultural immersion. They organize a variety of cultural events, including Arabic conversation, lectures and films.

For additional information, please visit [http://www.fll.vt.edu/Arabic/index.html](http://www.fll.vt.edu/Arabic/index.html)